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Beden

Beden with Esther who cares for him at New Hope

Beden
It’s nothing short of a miracle that Baby Beden
is alive today. His mother was raped by a
relative when she was just 13 years of age.
According to their tribal custom, a baby born as
a result of rape brings a curse into the tribe and
must be killed immediately it is born. The
method of killing is barbaric to say the least.
Beden’s mother was sent to an aunt when it was
discovered she was pregnant. Her Aunt is a
Christian who had heard about New Hope and
their protection for mother’s like Beden’s and so
sneaked her away just before she was due to give
birth. They made the long and sometimes
diﬃcult journey in time for Beden to be born in
the mission hospital near New Hope.

The situation could still have been dangerous
and the outcome unsuccessful. It was feared
someone might discover where they were and
Beden be snatched away and killed anyway.
According to the tradition, the mother must not
see or even know if her baby was a boy or a girl.
However, it was arranged for one of the ladies
from New Hope to be at the birth ready to take
the baby to safety. There was still the unknown
factor of whether the medical staﬀ at the
hospital would co-operate, knowing the
practices of that tribe and not wanting to cause
tribal conflict. God is greater than all tribal
customs and traditions, however, and He was in
control and over-ruled. It just ‘so happened’!!!!
that the doctor on duty to deliver the baby that
day was a Christian doctor from the same tribe
and was aware of all the details of the rituals
and was only too happy to assist with the rescue
of baby Beden.

He is now safely being brought up at New
Hope. His mother asked that when she is old
enough and finished her schooling she may
come to be with her baby. She is unaware her
baby is a boy and has never seen him but she
loves her baby. The Doctor at the hospital has
the details of where he is, and when she is
ready, he will provide Beden’s mother with
the address so she can meet her baby and be
reunited with him.
Back with her tribe, no harm will come to
Beden’s mother, and regrettably no punishment
will be meted out on the man who raped her,
though it is well known who he is. The matter is
laid to rest as far as they are concerned.
Shockingly, all judgement and punishment
would have been meted out on the innocent
baby and he would have paid for the sin of his
father with his life.

Sarah at her own ‘front door’!

Sarah’s ‘Golden’ House
have had to accept she was pregnant in due course, but in her
circumstances there is little doubt she would have chosen to
have a very dangerous back street abortion, endangering both
her own and her baby’s lives – or there might have been yet
another baby abandoned in some forsaken place! Not only
have we been able to give the family a home, but we probably
saved two lives as well!

Sarah

Sarah has been a wanderer since the age of six. She has never
had a settled home – until now, at the age of 57. Thanks to the
generosity of our friends who gave us donations for Abigail
Ministries on our Golden Wedding Anniversary last July we
were able to build No 18 Shena’s Village and give Sarah and
her children their first home. She was overwhelmed and
couldn’t quite believe it. She described herself as being like
Sarah in the Bible who had wandered far from her homeland
but was blessed mightily by God in her old age. We don’t know
the details of Sarah’s early life but what we do know is that she
was born into a certain tribe in Western Kenya and started her
wanderings as a child, but wherever she tried to settle she was
cast out because of her tribal roots. There is still much conflict
and unacceptance between the tribes in Kenya. Along the way,
Sarah has had 5 children, we guess from different fathers
judging from their appearances. The eldest, Julienne, is 17 and
was 5 months pregnant when the family turned up at New
Hope in January looking for shelter. At first Julienne denied she
was pregnant, but Anne was suspicious and insisted she visit a
doctor who confirmed her pregnancy. Inevitably, she would

The family had very few possessions. Just a few bags of
belongings, a couple of blankets and two very thin ripped
mattresses to take into their new house in Shena’s Village. We
asked where their chairs were and Sarah told us they just find
rocks to sit on. This was no way to begin their new life in their
new home in Shena’s Village so we ordered double decker
beds plus a single bed and a sofa and chairs to be made for
them. We were delighted to receive photographs of these
three weeks later and to know the family are now very happily
settling into their new home. All the other Villagers gave them
a huge celebratory welcome. Tribal differences don’t exist in
Shena’s Village. There everyone understands that we are all
God’s children.

Sarah’s old possessions New beds for the family - their first ever!

Thank you to all of you who celebrated our Golden Wedding
with us. You have all been part of blessing this destitute family
with a home of their own.

The Abigail Health
Care Centre
AHCC Team

AHCC Laboratory Bench

The Abigail Health Care Centre is functioning
very well indeed and is covering day to day costs,
but AM will need to fund salaries well into 2020,
maybe even 2021! This is partly due to the delay
in having the centre registered with the National
Health Insurance Fund whereby patients have
their bills paid and AHCC then reclaim the
charges which are only just above costs.
However, seeing babies getting their various
inoculations was very encouraging as sadly this is
only the tip of the iceberg as most babies have
had no immunisations! At least we have made a
start. Outreach is progressing with services
recently made available at a five-school athletics
meeting in Seiyo where over 500 children and
many parents attended. Many parents were
tested, and several were shown to have elevated
blood pressure which needed further investigation
and medication – more caught in time!

gifted to AM, the AHCC now has a microscope
so many more tests can be undertaken as well
as the series of re-agent tests available earlier.
The five-person team are very much together
under the leadership of Nurse Gladys.
Associated constructions have been underway for
some long time but those to meet the full Public
Health Oﬃce requirements of the placenta pit,
incinerator and septic tanks are now completed
or in final stages of completion.

The variety of needs presented at the centre makes
it very complex but shows the capability of the
centre. On one morning while we were out in
Kenya there were the following: - immunisation
of babies, adults received injections, blood sugar
levels analysed and blood pressures retested, HIV
tests and new ante natal patients signing up for
the course!
Thanks to the kindness of Paul Shackleton’s
family requesting donations in his memory be

AHCC Imunisation of a Baby

AHCC Outreach to Community

Boss

As we were leaving one of the villages we heard
running footsteps behind us. It took us a few
seconds to recognise the young man as he
came towards us but we were thrilled when we
realised it was Boss who we hadn’t seen for
several years. Some of you may remember the
story about Miriam and her three children. It
was in 2007 when we visited New Hope with
the first group we took to Kenya that we met
this sad, destitute, bewildered family who had
just arrived there a few days previously. New
Hope is an amazing place. It stands in a
remote place, perched on the edge of the steep
drop down into the Great Rift Valley but it is
like a beacon of hope to a vast area around.
God has enabled its light to shine out to draw
desperate people from miles around to find
His love and shelter under its roof. Miriam
and her children were such a family. Boss was
the eldest of the children. The family lived in a
coal hut in the grounds of New Hope until we
were able to build a house for them in the first
purpose-built Village. There are now three of

these Villages, Shena’s Village being one of
them. Sadly, Miriam passed away a couple of
years ago but Boss and his sister Agnes still live
in the Village. Jeremiah is married. Through
Abigail Ministries we were able to sponsor the
children to go to school. Agnes and Jeremiah
excelled academically, while Boss was more
gifted practically. When we met him in
January this year, he told us he had been
enjoying a Course, hoping to become an
electrician but sadly funds had run out so he
had only been able to complete the first year.
We asked if he would like to complete the
course and if so would it be possible to return
to College and continue from 2nd year. He
said it was but he would prefer to do an
apprenticeship in welding so we are delighted
to be able to assist him once again and he will
return to College in May to start the new
Course. Welding is a very worthwhile trade in
Kenya as more solid houses are now being
built with metal doors and all windows are
fitted with metal grills for safety.

Sausages

– A Rare Treat!!!
Meat is only served for celebrations at New Hope so we always
buy sausages for the children while we are there. Two sausages
each is considered a rare treat and looked forward with great
anticipation and eaten with great relish!!

Burning Hearts Bible Studies
It continues to be thrilling to walk with folks in Kenya who are
hungry for the Word of God and to see the Spiritual maturing of
those who have been doing the studies for some time. Once
again, new groups were added during our latest visit, including
the MALE staff at Seed School and AHCC. They have seen the
difference in their women folks and were determined not to be
left out. The female staff also wanted their own group and it was
amusing to see how it grew into a contest between the two
groups as they compared how much they were learning – and
this on a bus on their way to a funeral!! Seriously, it was a joy for
Shena to see their eyes light up and the smiles on their faces as
they searched the Scripture and the Spirit enlightened them with
truths they had never noticed before. These two groups at Seed
School are continuing the studies during the School lunch hour
and some have introduced them to their respective churches.

can encourage and disciple skin-deep (THEIR WORDS!) Christians
and to see them grow as they themselves have grown. Bible
knowledge and teaching is practically non-existant in the
mainstream churches around and the heirarchy in those
churches very resistant to any change which might result in them
losing their grip on their congregations. Please pray with us about
planting a BHF church which would be rooted in the Bible, with
Christ as its Head and guided by Him and not by ‘man’.
The staff at New Hope have also started the BH Studies having been
impressed by the improvement in the behaviour of the teenagers
who began the studies last year under the leadership of Pastor Joseph.

The first Burning Hearts Studies have now been translated into
Swahili and are in the process of being translated into Kalenjin so
that they can be distributed and understood by a far wider
diversity of people.
The various groups in the community have a desire to plant a
church (Burning Hearts Fellowship) in their locality where they

A Burning Hearts Group held in one of the local homes

The men’s Bible Study Group. They are all hungry to learn

A local ladies Burning Hearts Group

Nutrition Group
Seven years ago, we started a programme
with a group of 24 ladies, teaching them
the nutritional and economic benefits of
growing a variety of vegetables to feed
their children as well as to sell for extra
income rather than ALL of them growing
nothing but maize – the vegetable lowest
in nutritional value and which was also
sapping their earth of vital nutrients. We
promised to support them for 5 years,
which we did. A few of them fell by the

wayside and some live a considerable
distance from the others but have
continued to succeed on their own. There
is, however, a core of 10 local women
who have worked hard together to
encourage and support each other. It was
thrilling to meet with them and hear them
tell their stories of success. Having known
them when they were struggling to feed
their own children, it was a great joy to
hear that they have clubbed together to

support a teenager, whose mother is
greatly in need, through High School
and that they have also taken on the
responsibility of buying the uniform for
a young boy who was recently orphaned
and will provide for his needs into the
future. Through doing these kindnesses
they say they are showing their gratitude
to God for what He has done for them.
We are so proud of these ladies. May God
continue to bless them.

The Nutrition Ladies Group

Support
I would like to support the work of Abigail Ministries:
By giving a one off donation .................................................................. £
By giving a regular gift of ....................................................................... £
(Please send me a Standing Order Form)
By giving a donation to help plant BHF church...................................... £
Name:

Tel No:

Address:
Postcode:
(Please make your cheques payable to Abigail Ministries)
I am an eligible tax payer, please Gift Aid my donation.

THANK YOU TO ALL OUR GENEROUS SPONSORS, REGULAR DONORS AND ALL OF YOU WHO
ARRANGE SPECIAL EVENTS OR DEDICATE YOUR OWN SPECIAL CELEBRATIONS TO ABIGAIL
MINISTRIES. THANK YOU ALSO FOR YOUR PRAYERS AND ENCOURAGING WORDS WHICH
SUSTAIN US THROUGH THE YEARS.

Children delighted with new School Block

Seed School Block 2
Work on Outside nears completion

New Claasroom that can be divided or joined

Several building related projects on the overall site at Seiyo near
Eldoret, have been delayed over the past 3 years, but we are
thankful to God for His divine intervention to cause all those
involved, including the authorities to facilitate a restart. Some of
the delay was caused due to faulty workmanship by the original
builder in 2014. This led to a court case to seek some recompense
– little was forthcoming. We have now moved beyond that blockage
as well – but at significant additional cost to Abigail Ministries,
and REEDS, our Kenyan team on the ground in Western Kenya.
Since January 2018 the SEED School Block Two, has been four
bare brick walled classrooms and a corridor with no doors or
windows. Yet the children had to use them! But it was transformed
with windows and doors fitted, fully plastered walls and floor, and
the sheltered veranda outside the classrooms were all completed
within 12 days of hard work during our visit in February 2019!
If only this had happened earlier! There were of course the
inevitable corrective actions required during the works! Doors
were measured and fitted before the floor was completed,
consequently two doors were the wrong height – one had to be
cut by two inches and the other extended by two inches! Perhaps
a straight forward task in the UK but not in Kenya. However, a call
to the “local” welder caused him to come on a motorbike
complete with angle grinder, tools and full electric welding gear!

New Veranda

Oh yes, and two windows were fitted upside down, so the
window handle and catch are at the top of the window meaning
they cannot be closed properly!
The place was a hive of industry with up to 13 workers on site at any
one time as well as those working on the AHCC and we, together
with Daniel, had to work hard arranging the scheduling and delivery
of supplies of ballast, hardcore, sand and cement. It was amazing
to see how local suppliers just so kindly responded and delivered
cement etc and other building materials such as wire mesh and
re-enforcing bars for the Incinerator, within an hour of the request
- UK suppliers take note! Three bags of cement or four twenty-foot
steel bars resting on a motorbike being driven over the rough
potholed rubble road was a sight to behold. It was amazing how it
all arrived safely with no other vehicle or pedestrian impacted on
the road, neither did the motorbike fall over with either load!
The children and parents are really delighted, and we know that
the Public Health people are also satisfied with the job well done
– well almost! Because of the faulty workmanship years back the
walls of the School have had to be re-enforced with 6 external
pillars – which work is prepared but not yet completed. This
should just entail about three days of work which we trust will be
completed by the time is published.
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